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What’s Wrong with Reward Functions
➔ Hard to design reward functions to elicit desired behavior.
➔ Hard to predict behavior given reward function.
➔ In real-world, evaluating reward functions requires instrumentation or 

human supervision.
➔ Broadly, do unsupervised RL to reduce human supervision.

Main Idea

Objective

Implementation
➔ Use MaxEnt RL algorithm [7], replacing reward with pseudo-reward 

from learned-discriminator.

➔ [Priors] How to use human priors to improve exploration?
➔ [Scaling] How to scale to more skills and more complex tasks?
➔ [Unsupervised RL] What are good unsupervised learning objectives 

for RL that accelerate learning?
➔ [Evolutionary Algorithms] Might similar tools be used to remove 

handcrafted elements from evolutionary algorithms?

Check out our code!
https://github.com/ben-eysenbach/sac/blob/master/DIAYN.md

➔ Hypothesis: diverse skills will be useful.
➔ Diverse skills = discriminable + high  entropy

● Visit distinguishable states
● Avoid using actions to distinguish skills
● Act as randomly as possible. 

➔ Skills that remain discriminable and random 
must explore far away parts of the state space.

1. Adapting Skills to Maximize Reward

➔ Finetune with best skill to quickly maximize task reward.

2.Using Skills for Hierarchical RL 
➔ Learn a meta-policy that chooses skills, enabling better 

exploration to solve sparse reward tasks.

3. Imitating an Expert

➔ Given a trajectory of expert states, use discriminator to 
find the skill that visits the same states:

➔ Equivalent to M-projection, 

4. Meta-Learning
➔ Instead of handcrafting a task distribution, learn it!
➔ Check out poster for Unsupervised Meta-Learning for RL.

What Skills are Learned?
➔ Locomotion primitives for continuous control tasks:

➔ Diverse strategies for solving simple control tasks:

What are the Training Dynamics?
➔ Diversity of skills increases throughout training

Does DIAYN Explore Efficiently?
➔ Evaluated on handcrafted reward functions, DIAYN skills achieve 

wide range of rewards

What is the Effect of Learning p(z)?

➔ Previous work has learned skills in supervised setting with a reward 
function [1, 2].

➔ Work on unsupervised RL has been restricted to limited domains (e.g., 
gridworld) [3, 4] or used a proxy reward (e.g., moving is good) [5].

➔ Recent work has drawn connections between unsupervised RL and 
VAEs. [6]

➔ Evolutionary algorithms use diversity to obtain better solutions, 
whereas we focus on efficiency. [8]
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What is DIAYN? Harnessing Learned Skills

Open Questions

Analyzing DIAYN
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